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Dear Silvertown Tunnel Team,
Please find attached further submissions on behalf of Tarmac for deadline 5 for the ExA’s
consideration. This comprises comments on responses to the ExA SWQ together with the
referenced representations made against the Royal Docks and Beckton draft plan by Tarmac. I hope
you will be able to open all the documents without any problems.
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Sian Holmes MRICS
for Matthews & Son LLP, Chartered Surveyors -   Regulated by RICS
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Silvertown Tunnel Scheme TR010021 – DCO Examination
Tarmac Trading Limited - SILV-226 – Deadline 5 Submission

Introduction
Tarmac Trading Limited has reviewed the responses to the ExA’s SWQ and submits
commentary on REP 4 – 051 on the impact on HGV reliant businesses of the user charge and
the optimal concrete plant site locations for the scheme. These comments refer in part to REP
4 – 054. Tarmac is reassured by the Wharves Access Impact Technical note REP 4 – 048,
insofar as it relates to retained local wharf locations south of the river, during construction
stages of the tunnel scheme, and offers further comment expressing concern that operational
wharf locations are reducing in number as a consequence of this scheme and other proposed
planning policy initiatives.

REP 4 – 051 – 8.90 Principle Issue General

1

HGV Disbenefit

The overall negative impact on HGV users of the scheme charging structure is not
refuted by any parties. The interpretation remains that business generally has an
overall benefit from the scheme which is enhanced by the inclusion of reliability
benefits. The user charging structure does not make any allowance for businesses
wholly reliant on HGVs for distribution of products. Tarmac will not be able to offset the
user charge costs against the perceived reliability benefits or benefits gained from
other forms of transport in the business as the business relies on HGV transport.

In response to GA2.2 support for small businesses, qualifying by location and
employee cap, is proposed irrespective of the balance of car, LGV or HGV use of the
business. The user charge impact is disproportionately greater on a business which
relies on HGV transport and a mechanism to reduce this impact is required, particularly
as operational sites north of the river are required to close by the scheme and
replacement capacity has not been established. Material will consequently have to be
transported from south of the river, at times of peak charge, and this economic impact
has not yet been adequately addressed.
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2

Optimal Scheme Plant Location

The procurement, commercial and best value principles required to be followed by a
public body are understood. That aside, continuation of the use of land, established as
an existing river connected concrete batching plant site, irrespective of the operator,
presents an opportunity to the scheme in ease of adaptation of the land, minimisation
of environmental impacts and to meet logistical expectations of the scheme through
moving aggregates by river. The land at Dock Road could be retained as a concrete
batching plant site rather than developing a new site as described in REP 3 – 020
particularly, as referred to below, the company does not have a protected interest in
the land.

The environmental impact of the Dock Road land use is existing and a replacement
plant, with an incremental change over and above existing, presents a lesser impact
overall than redevelopment of a separate site as proposed. Although the proposed
concrete batching plant site may receive aggregates delivered by river via the
proposed temporary jetty they will need to be hauled by vehicle to the plant site located
away from the wharf. Positioning a plant away from the source of material seems
counter-intuitive to the initiatives of the project to transport material by river and
minimise double handling and vehicular haulage of raw materials.
REP 4 – 054 justifies the increased capacity concrete batching plants required by the
scheme and explains the dimensions and space requirements of the plants including
provisions for storage of aggregates. The enlarged area is needed for the extra plant
housed in a portal frame building and the aggregate storage bays are proposed to be
located within the building. The needed for storage space would reduce where
aggregate is used as it is landed at the wharf which is the practice at Dock Road.

3

Market Capacity

The construction methodology and assessment of capacity in the locality as referred
to in GA2.3.4 and described in REP 1 – 173 refers to waste capacity for the scheme
but analysis of concrete capacity in the market is not clear. REP 4 – 051 refers to work
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undertaken to verify that capacity exists in the locality including the potential for
concrete batching to be undertaken on site. This appears to suggest, if there is a need
for concrete batching on site, that there is not sufficient capacity existing within the
local market and that situation will worsen as a consequence of the scheme as two
established concrete batching plant sites will no longer be available to supply the
market, whether that is the local market as well the scheme direct. GA2.3.5 suggests
that Tarmac Euromix and Hanson will have the opportunity to compete to supply
concrete to the scheme but both operators are directly impacted by the scheme and
have land within the DCO identified for permanent and temporary redevelopment.
Consequently the local market capacity will reduce by a significant margin and
replacement sites have not been identified.
4

Plant Permanence

A modern concrete batching plant represents a significant investment. Environmental
safeguards are built into the plant design and the yard areas operate to high standards
to ameliorate impacts on sensitive receivers of noise, dust, lighting as well as
incorporating design standards to control visual intrusion. Mobile plants, as described
in GA2.3.5, often established for specific short term building projects, serve a different
market use from the multimillion pound permanent sites such as at Dock Road. It is
simplistic to suggest that permanent plants are picked up and moved to construction
worksites. A permanent plant site has land size, location, transport connectivity and
resource needs which differ from a modular project specific mobile plant.

5

Land Tenure

The safeguarding direction for the Silvertown Tunnel has been in place for more than
20 years and in that time tenancies for land use in the area have been granted for
successively shorter time periods. The previous lease was for 5 years and the current
position means that the business will need to relocate and with no compensateable
land interest. The compulsory acquisition of the land, retaining the existing site land
use, would not be compromised because the current land tenure is under 3 years and
retention of the site use would reduce the scheme impacts and improve river use. The
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lease is not short term because the company wants to relocate but because the
scheme requires it.
6

Relocation

The ExA asked in question GA2.3 what steps are proposed to enable existing concrete
batching users to be maintained in the vicinity on the north bank and the response
refers to adopted and emerging planning policy. The commitment to provide
assistance to businesses with no compensatable interest needing to relocate is limited
to an analysis of planning policy.

The adopted Spatial Policy S3 in paragraph 7 of the Newham Core Strategy as referred
to in GA2.3.9 does promote consolidation and/or relocation of the four safeguarded
wharves subject to there being no net loss of functionality or wharf capacity. As Royal
Victoria Dock Rear Entrance is not safeguarded the policy is silent on the inclusion of
this facility in planning policy and the implication is that this policy does not apply to
this site and its continued use is anticipated. Para 5.39 notes redevelopment
opportunities for the area but stresses that the residential, community or other
employment uses “would need careful management to ensure that residential areas
can be compatible with the remaining industrial areas”

Para 5.40 in support of Policy S3 includes qualifying statements and caveats on the
release of Thames wharf from Strategic Industrial Location (SIL) designation “subject
to the ability to provide a viable, usable wharf on the adjacent Carlsberg Tetley site”.
The caveats for removal of Thames Wharf from wharf safeguarding includes “if it can
be relocated and satisfactorily accommodated on the adjacent Carlsberg Tetley site,
whilst allowing for the proposed Silvertown tunnel and cable car, or alternatively,
relocated/consolidated elsewhere in the Royal Docks. In either case there should be
no loss of functionality or wharf capacity.”

Tarmac made representations against the emerging policy in the Draft Royal Docks
and Beckton Riverside Opportunity Area Planning Framework. The draft plan does not
recognise the capacity of the wharves, excludes RVDRE and does not make adequate
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provision for the loss of capacity of these sites. The representations made are attached
for information.

Tarmac has endorsed the comments made by the PLA of the importance of retaining
wharf capacity, whether safeguarded or not, and the economic and environmental
contribution made by wharf facilities. The response to the provision of replacement
sites has not enabled a replacement site in the locality to be identified.

REP 4 – 048 Wharves Access Impact Technical Note

Assessment of the potential impact on the scheme to access to existing operational wharves,
excepting RVDE, in REP - 048 is welcomed and it is reassuring to note that the disruption to
the wharves north and south of the river by road transport or river transport impact is assessed
as not anticipated or low level. The issue remains as referred to above that existing wharf
capacity is required to close as a result of the scheme. If a replacement site is located then
the river use and transport impacts remain in balance for the locality. A road only connected
replacement site will have economic and socioeconomic impacts for the locality and failure to
reinvest will have implications for concrete capacity and transport from the wider area.

Pressure is on wharf land competing with other mixed uses and the long lead time in their
release and development will interrupt the importation of aggregates into the heart of the
demand area. Permanent sites are needed for long term commitment to supply needs. There
is no evidence to show that the existing users of the 4 safeguarded wharves in the Royal
Docks area will relocate to Peruvian Wharf. A net loss in wharf capacity is inevitable.
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